
 Workshop-in-a-Bag: Concertina Coastlines! 
 Make Your Own Hand-Made Concertina Book with Artist Pui Lee 

Materials List  
 
 2 x A6 Greyboard  
 1 x A3 White Paper 
 1 x A4 Coloured Paper 
 Scissors 
 Glue-stick 
 Paper Ruler  
 Hand-out with example images  
         for inspiration plus nature spotting            
         and discovery adventure ideas       

Instructions: 

Once made, you can draw inside your book 
using:  
 Pencil/rubber/pencil sharpener 
 Black pen or biro [optional] 
 Watercolour paints / paintbrush / container 

of water 
 
And/or you can collage using: 
 Drawings you make elsewhere 
 Pictures and/or lettering from collected old 

newspaper or unwanted magazines/leaflets 
 Photographs you take  

1. Roll out or unfold your A3 white paper.  
 
Then fold in half by bringing the long edge to the opposite long edge. You may want to rotate the 
paper so you can reach better. 
  
Line up carefully and press down to make the fold.  
         
Score along the edge with your fingernail to really define the crease.                                                                                                  

2. Then open up and notice the long crease in the middle. 
Carefully cut along this crease using a pair of scissors. 
 
. 
 

You now have two long strips of paper. 
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3.  Then using one strip of paper, fold in half bringing the short edge to the opposite short edge. 
Line up carefully and press down to make the fold.          
Score along the edge with your fingernail to define the crease.    
Then open up and fold along that same crease in the opposite way to really define it.                                                                                              

4. Using a pair of scissors, cut out your paper ruler to use for the next step. 

5.  Open up and fold it back in half again along that same middle crease. 
Then using the paper-ruler horizontally, line it up against the top left edge and bottom left edge, 
making a mark with a pencil where the arrow is pointing to. 

Resize layer two of pics
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6. Using your grey-board as a ruler, draw a line with a pencil to connect these marks together.  
Then keeping the paper still folded together, carefully cut along this pencil line using a pair of 
scissors. Discard this additional piece. 

8. Using your grey-board as a ruler, draw a line with a pencil to connect these marks together.  
Then keeping the paper still folded together, carefully cut along this pencil line using a pair of 
scissors. Discard this additional piece. Then open up again. 

7. Then using the paper-ruler vertically, line it up against the top edge at the right hand side,   
middle and left hand side, making a mark with a pencil where the arrow is pointing to. 

9. Then make a fold by bringing the right hand edge to the centre line. Press down and score 
along the edge with your fingernail. 
Do the same with the left side and bring it to the centre line to make a fold. Again, press down 
and score along the edge with your fingernail. 
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10. Open up and notice your strip is now divided up into 4 equal sections (these now form 4    
pages in your book); and there are 3 vertical creases. 

12. A concertina has alternating folds going one way and then the other for the next one... and so 
forth. 
 
 
 
So if you stand your concertina strip up, the zig-zag looks 
like the letter M from above…  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
...or turn it the other way, and it then looks like the letter W. 
 
 
 

13. Then repeat steps 3-12 with your second strip of paper so that you have two pieces the same. 

11.  Then with each crease: fold one way and then on that same crease in the opposite way to 
really define it. 

14. Next, stand your two concertina strips like so: M next to W.  
If you put the two strips close to each other, it will form one long continuous zig-zag concertina 
strip. 
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15. Using a glue-stick, attach both end-pages together by lining up the edges and pressing down 
firmly. 

16. See how your concertina book is starting to take shape: 
  
Sandwich the concertina strip in between the pieces of greyboard like shown.  
 
The view from above looks like this:  

The view from the front of book looks like this: 

It looks a bit like an accordion when you bring the ends in towards each other and then outwards 
again… and so forth! 

Then open out the strip to form one long continuous concertina strip. 
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17. Now to wrap the book covers: 
Firstly, divide the piece of coloured paper into two pieces. (Yours might be a different colour!) 
Do this by folding the paper in half by bringing the short edge to the opposite short edge.          
Line up carefully and press down to make the fold.                                                                    
Score along the edge with your fingernail to really define the crease.                                         
 
 

18. Next, position a piece of greyboard into the centre of one of these sheets, as shown.  
Mark onto the corners using a pencil so that you can line the greyboard back up into the same 
position later on. 

 
Then cut along this crease using a pair of scissors. 

19. Then glue the greyboard centrally into position onto the colour paper as shown. Remember to 
press down firmly. 
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Turn it over and smooth over any air bubbles or wrinkles in the paper with your hand. 
 



20. Next, turn it back over again. Fold the top flap over the greyboard pulling it tight over the 
edge. Then release. 

21. Then fold the bottom flap over the greyboard. Then release. 
 

22. Do the same with the right and left flaps too, folding it over the greyboard. Then release. 

23. Using a pair of scissors, cut off the corners of the coloured paper. 
 

24. Next, glue down the right hand flap onto the greyboard smoothing over any air bubbles and 
wrinkles in the paper. 
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25. Next, glue down the left hand flap onto the greyboard smoothing over any air bubbles and 
wrinkles in the paper. 

26. Next, fold down the top flap onto the greyboard. Hold into place and using a pencil, mark on a  
diagonal line going from the corners towards the centre, like shown. 

27. Then do the same with the bottom flap: fold it upwards and hold into place. Mark on a         
diagonal line using a pencil going from the corners towards the centre, like shown. 

28. Using a pair of scissors, cut these corners off. 
 
 

29. Then using a glue-stick, glue the top flap down onto the greyboard, making sure you smooth 
the paper down to get rid of any air bubbles or winkles. 
 
Then do the same with the bottom flap. 
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The back of the book cover now looks like this: 
 

The front of the book cover now looks like this: 
 

30. Then repeat Steps 18-29 to make a second wrapped book cover. 

31. Next, make sure your concertina strip is facing the correct way. 

32. Then using a glue-stick, attach the top end page of the concertina strip onto the book cover 
and press down firmly smoothing out any air bubbles or wrinkles. 
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33. Then using a glue-stick, attach the back end page of the concertina strip onto the other book 
cover and press down firmly smoothing out any air bubbles or wrinkles. 

34. Hooray! Your concertina book is now complete and ready to use!  
 

When it is stood up, it looks like this from above: 

35. Finally, tie a ribbon around your book to hold it all together. Make a bow and it gives your 
book a special finishing touch! 

36. Now you can go nature exploring and add artwork (e.g. drawing, painting or collage) to the      
inside of your book! You can use the complimentary hand-out for some inspiration and ideas too. 
...Have fun! :-) 
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